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Abstract
In this paper the connection between quantum field theories on flat noncommu-
tative space(-times) in Euclidean and Lorentzian signature is studied for the case
that time is still commutative. By making use of the algebraic framework of quan-
tum field theory and an analytic continuation of the symmetry groups which are
compatible with the structure of Moyal space, a general correspondence between
field theories on Euclidean space satisfying a time zero condition and quantum
field theories on Moyal Minkowski space is presented (“Wick rotation”). It is then
shown that field theories transferred to Moyal space(-time) by Rieffel deformation
and warped convolution fit into this framework, and that the processes of Wick
rotation and deformation commute.
1 Introduction
Non-commutative spacetime draws its main motivation from the idea that it might
avoid spacetime singularities, which are one of the inevitable consequences of classical
gravity in general relativity [HE73]. Seen in this light, one can view non-commutative
quantum field theory [DFR95, DN01, Sza03], i.e., the investigation of quantum fields
on non-commutative spacetime, as an initial step towards a quantum theory of gravity.
However, one may also take the point of view that quantum fields, in particular interact-
ing quantum fields, ought to be investigated on non-commutative spacetime in their own
right. Motivation for this point of view can be drawn from indications that spacetime
non-commutativity has a “smoothing” effect on short-distance singularities of quantum
fields. This facilitates their renormalization and, eventually (or so one hopes), might
∗Supported by FWF project P22929–N16 “Deformations of quantum field theories”.
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render the construction of interacting quantum fields in physical spacetime dimension
possible. In the light of the notorious difficulties to establish existence of interacting
quantum fields in four-dimensional “commutative” Minkowski spacetime, such a possi-
bility is a viable incentive.
One of the lessons of constructive quantum field theory is that it is often more ef-
ficient to attempt the construction of interacting quantum field theories on Euclidean
space rather than on Minkowski spacetime [GJ87, Riv91]. Then, once a Euclidean
quantum field theory has been constructed, usually in terms of Schwinger functions
on Euclidean space fulfilling a certain set of assumptions, one can rely on the cele-
brated Osterwalder-Schrader theorem [OS73, OS75] which ensures that the Schwinger
functions can be analytically continued from Euclidean time to physical time, result-
ing in Wightman functions on Minkowski spacetime. Thus, under suitable conditions,
the Osterwalder-Schrader theorem establishes a one-to-one correspondence between Eu-
clidean quantum field theories formulated in terms of Schwinger functions, and quantum
field theories on Minkowski spacetime in the framework of Wightman functions. The
purpose of the present work is to establish a similar correspondence for quantum field
theories on Moyal-deformed Euclidean space, and Moyal-deformed Minkowski space-
time, respectively, albeit under the fairly restrictive assumption of “keeping time com-
mutative” (i.e., a degenerate Moyal-deformation).
The defining feature of Moyal space are the commutation relations
[Xµ, Xν ] = iθµν · 1 (1.1)
between its coordinates X0, ..., Xd−1, where θ is a real, antisymmetric (d×d)-matrix. As
is well known, these commutation relations can be reformulated in terms of a noncom-
mutative star product f, g 7→ f×θ g between suitable functions f, g on R
d, or, somewhat
more generally, as a deformation of the product of an algebra carrying an automorphic
action τ of the translation group Rd, formally defined as1
A×θ B =
1
(2pi)d
∫
dp dx ei(p,x)τθp(A)τx(B) . (1.2)
Here ( · , · ) is a non-degenerate properly normalized bilinear form on Rd, such as the
Euclidean or Lorentzian inner product (p, x)E =
∑d−1
µ=0 pµxµ respectively (p, x)
M =
−p0x0 +
∑d−1
µ=1 pµxµ.
Deformed products of this type can be used to define field theories on Moyal space
in several ways. For example, a popular approach consists in defining a field theory via
a classical action functional, and then replacing all pointwise products in this action by
star products, i.e., use (1.2) for an algebra of functions onRd with pointwise product and
τ the natural action of translations. Via perturbative quantization one then arrives at a
corresponding field theory on noncommutative Rd, either in a Euclidean or Minkowskian
setting2.
1See [Rie92] for a rigorous treatment of this product in the context of C∗-algebras, and [LW11] for
a recent generalization to locally convex algebras.
2Our account of that on the following lines is necessarily incomplete and should be seen as a sample
as concerns literature cited.
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In the Minkowskian situation, quite a number of works have investigated how Feyn-
man rules and operator ordering prescriptions are to be modified in order to render a per-
turbatively constructed interacting theory unitary, starting out from a Moyal-deformed
version of a free quantum field on Minkowski spacetime [LS02a, LS02b, BDFP02, BDFP03,
DS03]. This question is highly non-trivial since the deformed product ×θ destroys com-
mutativity of the fields at spacelike separated spacetime points, resulting in a host of
technical and conceptual difficulties.
Another approach to transferring field theories from Rd to Moyal spacetime consists
in deforming field operators φ 7→ φθ directly [GL07]. With this method, known as
“warped convolution” [BS08], any quantum field theory on Minkowski spacetime can be
deformed to a Moyal-Minkowski spacetime, and the residual localization properties can
be analyzed in a model-independent manner [GL08, BLS11]. At the mathematical level,
this approach amounts to certain representations of algebras with deformed products of
the form (1.2).
Other work is devoted to non-commutative external field scattering and the question
if Moyal-deformed quantum field theories can be related to — as yet, somewhat hypo-
thetical — quantum fields over certain Lorentzian spectral triples [PV04, BV10, Ver11].
In the Euclidean setting, Feynman rules have first been worked out by Filk [Fil96].
Initially progress was slow because of the phenomenon of UV/IR mixing in Moyal-
deformed theories [MVRS00]. It was later found that this problem can be circumvented
by modifying the Euclidean Lagrangean for a self-interacting theory through adding
a term akin to an oscillator potential [GW05]. From this point on, Moyal-deformed
Euclidean quantum field theory has made significant progress, particularly in construct-
ing interacting models [Riv07, GW09, Wan11]. Analogously as for usual, “undeformed”
quantum field theory, it appears that also for Moyal-deformed quantum field theory the
construction of interacting models is often more efficient in the Euclidean setting than
in the Minkowskian world.
On the other hand, for Moyal-deformed quantum field theory there are as yet no
results like an Osterwalder-Schrader theorem which would allow one to pass, e.g., from
a model theory constructed in the Euclidean setting to a quantum field theory (Moyal-
deformed, or other) on Minkowski spacetime. In view of the fact that the Wick ro-
tation relies substantially on the covariance and locality properties of quantum field
theories [SW64], one might actually expect serious problems in generalizing it to a
Moyal-deformed setting, where usually both these properties are significantly weakened.
In particular in the case of an invertible deformation matrix θ, the continuation of the
n-point functions of a Moyal-Minkowski space field theory to imaginary times does not
match correspondingly θ-deformed Euclidean Schwinger functions [Bah10]. The fact
that the connection between the Euclidean and Minkowskian world is subtle indeed in
the noncommutative setting is also witnessed by the ongoing discussion in models with
oscillator terms in the action [FS09, Zah11].
Therefore, one may have doubts if a relation between Euclidean and Minkowskian
field theories on Moyal space(-time) can be established at all by any sort of Wick-
rotation. However, it turns out that a tight relation does exist between the algebras
generated by Minkowskian and Euclidean versions of a Moyal-deformed quantum field,
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as long as “time remains commutative”. This means that θ, viewed as a linear map on
R
d, has a non-trivial kernel containing a (timelike) unit vector e. In order to establish
that relation — which is the purpose of this paper — it has turned out instrumental
to adopt the framework of the operator-algebraic approach to quantum field theory
[Haa96].
Let us recall here some of the basic ingredients of the operator-algebraic approach;
the full details required for this work will be described in the main body of the text.
A quantum field theory on d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime is described by an op-
erator algebra M with an action αM of the proper, orthochronous Poincaré group by
automorphisms onM. Quite importantly,M has a local sub-structure, i.e., it is formed
by local subalgebras subject to the conditions of isotony and locality, and the automor-
phisms αMg are required to act covariantly with respect to that local sub-structure. We
will describe the local sub-structure, whose precise form depends on the localization
properties of the theory (wherein e.g. a theory on Moyal-Minkowski spacetime differs
from a theory on usual Minkowski spacetime) in more detail in the next section. Fur-
thermore, it is assumed that the theory possesses a vacuum state. Formally, given some
localization region O in Rd, and denoting byM(O) the associated local subalgebra, one
can think of M(O) as collecting all bounded functions of quantum fields φM(x) with
x ∈ O.3 Hence, the M(O) are algebras formed by the quantum field observables which
can be observed within the spacetime region O (supposing the quantum fields under
consideration are observable).
In an analogous manner, one can describe a Euclidean quantum field theory in the
operator-algebraic setting. Here, a Euclidean quantum field theory is described by an
operator algebra E together with an action αE of the Euclidean group by automor-
phisms of E . Again, it is important that E has a local sub-structure, and that the αEg
act covariantly with respect to that local sub-structure. A further key ingredient is a
reflection-positive functional σ : E → C, which satisfies a specific positivity condition
with respect to a chosen direction e in Euclidean space. (Again, we will give a precise
definition in the main body of this article.)
In this operator-algebraic setting, Schlingemann [Sch99], drawing on results estab-
lished by Fröhlich, Osterwalder and Seiler [FOS83], and by Klein and Landau [KL82],
has shown that from any Euclidean theory — shortly denoted by E — one can obtain
a unique Minkowskian theory — denoted by M in shorthand notation — provided it
is assumed that the Euclidean theory fulfills the time-zero condition. This condition
demands essentially that there exists a sub-algebra E0 of operators in E which are “local-
ized on the hyperplane e⊥” and that E0 is large enough to generate the full observable
algebra E via the Euclidean action αE .
The just described setting of deriving a Minkowskian quantum field theory M from
a Euclidean theory E by operator-algebraic methods is our starting point. Let e be
the unit vector in Rd entering in the definition of the reflection-positive functional
σ. One can apply Schlingemann’s procedure of “algebraic Wick rotation”, obtaining a
Minkowskian theory M. Then let θ be a deformation matrix such that θe = 0, i.e.,
e lies in the kernel of θ. By warped convolution, one can proceed to a corresponding
3Strictly speaking, one has to pass to field operators smeared against test-functions to render this
statement viable.
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deformed observable algebra M˜θ, describing the Minkowskian theory on Moyal space.
This algebra still carries an automorphic action α˜M of the subgroup Pθ(d) of the Poincaré
group compatible with the deformation matrix θ, and the action is covariant with respect
to the residual local sub-structure of M˜θ.
However, instead of first “Wick-rotating” a given Euclidean theory, and then “Moyal-
deforming” the resulting Minkowskian theory, one can apply these procedures in the
reverse order. Starting from a Euclidean theory E , one can first obtain its deformed ver-
sion Eθ by deforming the operator product in E to the Rieffel-product (1.2). Since time
is commutative, the same deformation matrix θ can be used here for both signatures. As
we will show, Schlingemann’s “Wick-rotation” in the operator-algebraic setting can be
extended to cover Moyal-deformed theories such as Eθ, and yields a Minkowskian coun-
terpart, denoted by Mθ, with an automorphic action αM of Pθ(d), acting covariantly
with respect to a residual local sub-structure of Mθ.
As M˜θ, α˜M, the data Mθ, αM describe a Minkowskian Moyal-deformed version
of the initial Euclidean theory E , and we will show that Mθ and M˜θ are actually
indistinguishable: There is an isomorphism ϕ : M˜θ →Mθ which intertwines the actions
α˜M and αM. Moreover, ϕ respects the residual local sub-structures of the theories Mθ
and M˜θ. Thus, the result of this work can be summarized by stating that the following
diagram commutes:
E
Eθ
deformation
✛
M
Wick rotation
✲
Mθ
Wick rotation
❄
✛
ϕ
✲ M˜θ
deformation
❄
Loosely speaking, this diagram says that, provided one assumes the time-zero con-
dition and “commutative time”, the Wick-rotation relation between a Euclidean and
Minkowskian field theory carries over to their respective Moyal-deformed counterparts.
The content of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a precise for-
mulation of the operator-algebraic setting of quantum field theories on Minkowski space-
time, and on Euclidean space, basically adopted from [Sch99, FOS83, KL82]. We also
illustrate the connection between Euclidean quantum field theory in terms of Schwinger
functions, or Euclidean path integrals, and the operator-algebraic setting. In Section 3,
we show that Schlingemann’s procedure of “Wick-rotation” in the algebraic setting can
in fact be generalized to Euclidean theories having the structure a Moyal-deformed Eu-
clidean theory would have; this refers in particular to weaker covariance properties. We
draw largely on results of [FOS83, KL82, JO99] in order to achieve that generaliza-
tion. In Section 4 we apply the result of Section 3 and show that a Moyal-deformed
Euclidean theory Eθ, with commutative time, can be algebraically Wick-rotated into a
Minkowskian theory M˜θ, and we establish the commutative diagram indicated above.
Conclusion and outlook complete this paper in Section 5.
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2 Euclidean and Minkowski nets of observables
To prepare the ground for a model-independent analysis of the connection between de-
formed field theories on Rd with Euclidean and Lorentzian signature, we will in this
section introduce a suitable operator-algebraic framework and discuss the relevant sym-
metry groups appearing in this context. For both signatures, the observables will be
described by operator algebras (C∗-algebras and von Neumann algebras) E (Euclidean
space) respectively M (Minkowski spacetime). Both E and M are required to have a
covariant net structure in the sense of the following definition.
Definition 2.1 Given a manifold M , a family O of subsets of M , and a group G
of point transformations of M which leaves O invariant, a G-covariant net (A,O , α)
on M is defined as the following structure. A is a map from O to C∗-algebras A(O)
(respectively von Neumann algebras acting on a common Hilbert space H), such that
A(O1) ⊂ A(O2) for O1 ⊂ O2 . (2.1)
The smallest C∗-algebra (respectively von Neumann algebra) containing all A(O), O ∈
O, is also denoted A, and α is an automorphic action of G on A, such that
αg(A(O)) = A(gO) , g ∈ G , O ∈ O . (2.2)
In the standard algebraic formulation of quantum field theory [Ara99, Haa96], a
quantum field theory on Minkowski space is viewed as a net (M,O , αM) on Rd, with O
the family of open bounded regions in Rd, which is covariant under the Poincaré group
P(d), and furthermore satisfies locality (causality) in the usual form
[M(O1), M(O2)] = {0} for O1 ⊂ O
′
2 , (2.3)
where O′2 denotes the causal complement of O2 with respect to the Minkowski metric
η = diag(−1,+1, ...,+1) on Rd.
Euclidean field theories, on the other hand, are usually formulated in terms of their
Schwinger functions or a measure generating these n-point functions (path integral)
[GJ87]. Nonetheless, an operator-algebraic description is possible also in this case,
viewing a Euclidean field theory as a net (E ,O , αE) of C∗-algebras on Rd, again with O
as the open bounded subsets of Rd, which is covariant under the Euclidean group E(d)
[Sch99].
Concretely, the construction of a Euclidean net from a path integral can be sketched
as follows. Adopting the framework of Glimm and Jaffe [GJ87], we assume that there
exists a probability measure µ on the space S ′ := S ′(Rd,R) of real distributions on
Schwartz space, generating the Schwinger distributions Sn ∈ S
′(Rnd), n ∈ N, as its
moments,
Sn(f1 ⊗ ...⊗ fn) =
∫
S ′
dµ(ϕ)ϕ(f1) · · ·ϕ(fn) , f1, ..., fn ∈ S (R
d) . (2.4)
The measure µ is assumed to satisfy the standard properties [GJ87] of regularity, Eu-
clidean invariance under the canonical action β of the Euclidean group on S ′, and
Osterwalder-Schrader reflection positivity [OS73].
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To make contact with the algebraic formulation, we consider the “Euclidean Hilbert
space”
HE := L2(S ′ → C, dµ) , (2.5)
which carries a representation UE of E(d),
(UE(g)F )(ϕ) := F (βg ϕ) , F ∈ H
E , ϕ ∈ S ′ . (2.6)
The invariance and regularity of µ imply that UE is unitary and weakly continuous.
Defining the support suppF of a function F ∈ HE as the smallest closed subset ∆ ⊂
R
d such that F (ϕ) = 0 for all ϕ ∈ S ′(Rd) with suppϕ ∩ ∆ = ∅, it is also clear
that suppUE(g)F = g suppF for any g ∈ E(d). Furthermore, the constant function
ΩE(ϕ) := 1, ϕ ∈ S ′, is a unit vector in HE because µ is a probability measure, and ΩE
is invariant under UE .
Concerning the Euclidean observables, the “field” acts as an unbounded multiplica-
tion operator A(f), f ∈ S (Rd), on the Euclidean Hilbert space via
(A(f)F )(ϕ) := ϕ(f) · F (ϕ) , F ∈ HE . (2.7)
Typical elements of the Euclidean C∗-algebra are bounded multiplication operators such
as eiA(f); and in fact, the Schwinger distributions can be recovered from the expectation
values
∫
dµ(ϕ) exp iA(f) under certain analyticity requirements on the measure [GJ87].
We take here the abelian C∗-algebra
E :=
∨
{exp iA(f) : f ∈ S
R
(Rd)} (2.8)
as our definition of the Euclidean observable algebra. This algebra naturally has a net
structure by taking E(O) ⊂ E as the algebra of all operators multiplying with functions
having support in O ⊂ Rd. Furthermore, the Euclidean symmetry acts on this net by
the automorphisms αEg (A) := U
E(g)AUE(g)−1, and this action is covariant in the sense
that αEg (E(O)) = E(gO). Thus a measure generating a family of Schwinger distributions
gives rise to an E(d)-covariant net (E ,O , αE) of C∗-algebras on Rd.
In the following, we will consider G-covariant nets (A,O , α) on Rd which have an addi-
tional feature. Fixing a unit vector e ∈ Rd (timelike for Minkowski signature), we write
e⊥ ⊂ Rd for the hyperplane orthogonal to e, and introduce the time zero algebras
A0(K) :=
⋂
O⊃K
A(O) , K ⊂ e⊥ . (2.9)
If the time zero algebras and the action α generate the original net, i.e. if
A(O) =
∨
K⊂e⊥, g∈G
gK⊂O
αg(A0(K)) , O ∈ O , (2.10)
we will speak of a net satisfying the time zero condition. Depending on the context, the
symbol
∨
denotes either the C∗- or von Neumann algebra generated.
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This assumption seems to be a strong condition and restricts the class of models
we can analyze in our current setting. It is known that many free field models and
models with polynomial self-interaction in dimension d ≤ 3 [GJ87] satisfy the time zero
condition. However, it is unclear if there exist interacting quantum field theories in
four space-time dimensions which comply with this condition. Since our construction
method relies on the time-zero condition as in [Sch99], we will need to assume it here.
As is well known, the road from Euclidean to Minkowski space field theories passes
through a vacuum representation. Such a representation can be obtained from a P(d)-
covariant net (M,O , αM) with the help of a vacuum state ω, and from an E(d)-covariant
net (E ,O , αE) with a reflection positive functional σ. This concept involves the reflec-
tion re which inverts e, that is re : x 7→ x − 2(e, x)Ee, with ( · , · )E the Euclidean inner
product on Rd, and is recalled in the following definition. As a shorthand, we write
R
d
> := e
⊥ +R+ · e for the half space of Rd with positive e-coordinates.
Definition 2.2 Let GE ⊂ E(d) and GM ⊂ P(d) be subgroups such that GM contains
translations along the time direction e and GE is invariant under g 7→ regre. Let further-
more (E ,O , αE) be a GE-covariant net on Rd, and let (M,O , αM) be a GM-covariant
net on Rd.
a) A reflection positive functional on E is a continuous normalized linear functional
σ : E → C such that
• GE ∋ g 7−→ σ(AαEg (B)) is continuous for all A,B ∈ E ,
• σ ◦ αEg = σ for all g ∈ G
E ,
• There exists an automorphism ιe of E which acts covariantly, ιe(E(O)) =
E(reO), O ∈ O, such that ιeαEg ιe = α
E
regre for all g ∈ G
E , σ ◦ ιe = σ, and
σ(ιe(A
∗)A) ≥ 0
for all A ∈ E> := E(Rd>).
b) A vacuum state on M is a normalized, positive, linear functional ω : M → C
such that
• GM ∋ g 7−→ ω(AαMg (B)) is continuous for all A,B ∈M,
• ω ◦ αMg = ω for all g ∈ G
M,
• There is a weakly dense subset D ⊂ M such that −i d
dt
∣∣
t=0
ω(A∗αMt·e,1(A))
exists and is non-negative for all A ∈ D.
Given an (undeformed) E(d)-covariant net (E ,O , αE) with abelian E satisfying the
time zero condition, and a reflection positive functional σ on E , a corresponding P(d)-
covariant local net (M,O , αM) can be constructed [Sch99]. In the following, we will
analyze this situation for the case of deformed field theories. Such models often have
smaller symmetry groups than the full Euclidean respectively Poincaré groups4. In fact,
4However, see [DFR95, GL07] for examples of fully covariant models.
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the basic commutation relations [Xµ, Xν] = iθµν · 1 (1.1) underlying Moyal space are
invariant under all translations Xµ 7→ Xµ + xµ · 1, xµ ∈ R, but only under those linear
transformations Xµ 7→ MνµXν , M ∈ GL(d), for which M and θ commute. We therefore
introduce the (connected) reduced Euclidean and Poincaré groups as
Eθ(d) := {(x,R) : (x,R) ∈ E(d)0, Rθ = θR} = SOθ(d)⋉R
d , (2.11)
Pθ(d) := {(x,Λ) : (x,Λ) ∈ P(d)
↑
+, Λθ = θΛ} = Lθ(d)
↑
+ ⋉R
d , (2.12)
and subsequently only consider models with such symmetry. In Section 4, we will
show how nets with reduced symmetry groups naturally appear as deformations of fully
covariant models.
As a prerequisite for the analytic continuation between the Euclidean and Lorentzian
setting, we now discuss the structure of Eθ(d) and Pθ(d) in more detail. As before, we
fix a unit vector e ∈ Rd as a reference direction for reflection positivity in the Eu-
clidean setting. After continuation to imaginary coordinates, this direction corresponds
to the time direction in the Lorentzian setting, and since we want to study the case of
space(times) with “commutative time”, we assume that e lies in the kernel of θ. Then θ
can be restricted to the hyperplane e⊥, and we write ϑ := θ|e⊥.
On Eθ(d), the reflection re : x 7→ x − 2(e, x)Ee acts as an involutive automorphism
γe : (x,R) 7→ (rex, reRre). The subgroup Eeθ(d) ⊂ Eθ(d) of fixed points of γe is
isomorphic to Eϑ(d−1) = SO(d−1)ϑ⋉Rd−1, the reduced Euclidean group of e⊥ ∼= Rd−1
with noncommutativity ϑ. Hence this involution induces a decomposition of the Lie
algebra eθ(d) of Eθ(d) into corresponding eigenspaces with eigenvalues ±1,
eθ(d) = e
e
θ(d)⊕mθ , (2.13)
where eeθ(d) = eϑ(d − 1) denotes the Lie algebra of E
e
θ(d)
∼= Eϑ(d − 1). The pair
(eθ(d), e
e
θ(d)) has the structure of a symmetric Lie algebra, i.e., [e
e
θ(d), e
e
θ(d)] ⊂ e
e
θ(d),
[eeθ(d),mθ] ⊂ mθ, [mθ,mθ] ⊂ e
e
θ(d) [Hel62].
For a concrete description of these spaces, it is convenient to use orthonormal coordi-
nates (x0, ..., xd−1) of R
d, with e = (1, 0, ..., 0). Let p0, ..., pd−1 denote the corresponding
generators of translations, and let mkl, k < l, k, l = 0, ..., d − 1, denote the generators
of rotations in the xk-xl-plane. Then e
e
θ(d) is spanned by p1, ..., pd−1 and all linear com-
binations of mkl, k > 0, which commute with θ. The linear space mθ is spanned by p0
and all linear combinations of m0k, k = 1, ..., d− 1, commuting with θ.
The dual symmetric Lie algebra of eθ(d) is defined as
eθ(d)
∗ := eeθ(d)⊕ imθ . (2.14)
This is again a real Lie algebra, which is closely related to the reduced Poincaré group.
Lemma 2.3 The connected, simply connected Lie group Eθ(d)
∗ with Lie algebra eθ(d)
∗
is the universal covering group of the reduced Poincaré group,
Eθ(d)
∗ = P˜θ(d) . (2.15)
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Proof: For θ = 0, this fact is well known [FOS83, JO99]. Now eθ(d)
∗ ⊂ e0(d)∗ consists
of all translation generators pµ, µ = 0, ..., d − 1, and those elements of so0(d)∗ which
commute with θ, i.e., eθ(d)
∗ coincides with the Lie algebra of the reduced Poincaré group
Pθ(d) (2.12). Hence Eθ(d)∗ is the unique connected simply connected Lie group with
the same Lie algebra as Pθ(d), that is, the universal covering group P˜θ(d). 
Remark: This result shows that the same noncommutativity θ can be used consistently
for both the Euclidean and Lorentzian signature, and can intuitively be understood
on the level of the Moyal commutation relations: When setting up Euclidean Moyal
space via coordinates XE0 , ..., X
E
d−1 satisfying the relations [X
E
µ , X
E
ν ] = iθ
E
µν , and simi-
larly Minkowski Moyal space via coordinates XM0 , ..., X
M
d−1 with [X
M
µ , X
M
ν ] = iθ
M
µν , one
might expect that by some sort of Wick rotation, XM0 = iX
E
0 , whereas the spatial co-
ordinates XEk = X
M
k , k = 1, ..., d− 1, can be identified. In case of commuting time, i.e.
θE0µ = θ
M
0µ = 0, µ = 0, ..., d− 1, this reasoning would then imply coinciding noncommu-
tativity parameters θE = θM =: θ for both signatures.
The relevance of representing Eθ(d) and P˜θ(d) as dual Lie groups (in the sense de-
fined above) lies in the fact that certain (virtual) representations of a Lie group and its
dual are connected by analytic continuation [FOS83], and will be used subsequently.
3 From Eθ(d)-covariant nets on Euclidean space to
Pθ(d)-covariant nets on Minkowski spacetime
We now describe how to pass from a Euclidean Eθ(d)-covariant net on Euclidean space
R
d to a Pθ(d)-covariant net on Minkowski spacetime R
d. This construction will proceed
in three steps: First, we consider an abstract Eθ(d)-covariant net (E ,O , αE) and a reflec-
tion positive functional σ on E w.r.t. some reference direction e in the kernel of θ. This
net can be represented on a Hilbert space HM by a procedure analogous to the GNS
representation. OnHM, a virtual representation V (involving semi groups of unbounded
operators) of Eθ(d) exists, and in the second step, we will construct a unitary represen-
tation U of Eθ(d)
∗ = P˜θ(d) via analytic continuation. This construction is well-known
in the commutative case [KL82, FOS83, Sei82], and we show that it carries over to the
situation considered here. The third step consists in constructing a P˜θ(d)-covariant net
(M,O , αM) on Minkowski spacetime by exploiting the P˜θ(d)-representation constructed
before, and the time zero condition, and is based on the article [Sch99] discussing the
analogous commutative situation.
So let (E ,O , αE) be a Eθ(d)-covariant net of C∗-algebras on Rd and let e be a unit
vector with θe = 0. We assume that this net satisfies the time zero condition w.r.t.
e, and that also the reflection re inverting e is represented by an automorphism ιe on
E . Furthermore, let σ be a Eθ(d)-invariant functional on E which is reflection positive
w.r.t. e.
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By reflection positivity,
A,B 7−→ σ (ιe(A
∗)B) , A, B ∈ E> , (3.1)
defines a positive semi–definite sesquilinear form on E>. In particular, σ(ιe(A∗)B) =
σ(ιe(B
∗)A), and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality holds. Dividing E> by the null space
Nσ := {A ∈ E> : σ(ιe(A∗)A) = 0} of this sesquilinear form therefore yields a pre-
Hilbert space D := E>/Nσ, with quotient map and scalar product denoted by A 7→ [A]σ
and
〈[A]σ, [B]σ〉 := σ (ιe(A
∗)B) , (3.2)
respectively. The vacuum Hilbert space HM is defined as the completion of D in the
norm given by (3.2), and Ω := [1]σ will play the role of the vacuum vector.
As the time reflection ιe acts covariantly, the time zero algebra E0 = E(e⊥) = ιe(E0)
is invariant under this automorphism. Thus for A ∈ E0, we also have ιe(A)
∗A ∈ E0 ⊂ E>,
which implies that we have a well-defined GNS-type representation piσ of E0 on HM,
piσ(A)[B]σ := [AB]σ , A ∈ E0, B ∈ E> . (3.3)
This representation will be used later to generate the Minkowski net.
As a prerequisite for that step, however, we first need to discuss the action of the
reduced symmetry groups Eθ(d) and Pθ(d) on HM. To represent Eθ(d), the basic idea
is to consider a sufficiently small neighborhood U of the identity in Eθ(d) and define
representing operators V (g) by
V (g)[A]σ := [α
E
g (A)]σ , g ∈ U , (3.4)
for suitable A ∈ E>. More precisely, for a given g ∈ U , we consider all regions O ⊂ Rd>
such that both, gO and γe(g)
−1gO, are still contained in Rd>. For A ∈ E(O), the right
hand side of (3.4) then exists because by covariance and isotony, αEg (A) ∈ E(gO) ⊂ E>.
Furthermore, the above assignment is well-defined, i.e., independent of the choice of
representative in [A]σ: In fact, for A ∈ Nσ we can use the Eθ(d)-invariance of σ to
compute
‖[αEg (A)]σ‖
2 = σ(ιe(α
E
g (A))
∗αEg (A))
= σ(αEγe(g)(ιe(A))
∗αEg (A))
= σ(ιe(A)
∗αEγe(g)−1g(A)) . (3.5)
According to our assumption on the region O, we have γe(g)
−1gO ⊂ Rd>, and hence
αEγe(g)−1g(A) ∈ E>. Thus the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields [α
E
g (A)]σ = 0, which
shows that V (g) is well-defined. The subspace of HM which is spanned by all [E(O)]σ,
where O runs over the described set of regions, will be taken as the domain domV (g)
of V (g).
For a common domain of definition, we choose a particular region O. Working in an
orthonormal basis of Rd with coordinates x = (x0, ..., xd−1) such that e = (1, 0, ..., 0),
we consider the cone
C := {x ∈ Rd : x0 > 1 + (x
2
1 + ...+ x
2
d−1)
1/2} . (3.6)
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Clearly there exists a neighborhood U ⊂ Eθ(d) of the identity such that gC and
γe(g)
−1gC are both contained in Rd> for all g ∈ U . Furthermore, we can choose U so
large that it contains the full spatial subgroup Eeθ(d) because gC ⊂ R
d
> for all g ∈ E
e
θ(d).
The subspace
D0 := [E(C)]σ ⊂ H
M (3.7)
will be used as domain for our virtual representation.
Proposition 3.1 The data (U ,D0, V ) form a virtual representation [FOS83] of Eθ(d),
i.e.,
a) D0 ⊂ HM is dense and for all g ∈ U , one has D0 ⊂ domV (g).
b) If g1, g2 and g1g2 lie in U and Ψ ∈ D0, then V (g2)Ψ ∈ domV (g1) and
V (g1)V (g2)Ψ = V (g1g2)Ψ .
c) For g ∈ Eeθ(d), the operator V (g) extends to a unitary on all of H
M.
d) For g = expm ∈ U with m ∈ mθ, the operator V (g) is hermitian.
e) Let Ψ ∈ D0. Then U ∋ g 7→ V (g)Ψ is strongly continuous at the identity.
f) The translations in e-direction {V (exp tp0)}t≥0 form a contraction semi-group.
Proof: b) Let g1, g2 ∈ U such that also g1g2 ∈ U . Then g1g2C ⊂ Rd>, i.e. V (g2)D0 ⊂
domV (g1). The group law V (g1)V (g2)Ψ = V (g1g2)Ψ, Ψ ∈ D0, is clear from (3.4).
To establish c) and d), we compute with A,B ∈ E(C) and g ∈ U
〈V (g)[A]σ, [B]σ〉 = σ(α
E
re(α
E
g (A
∗))B) = σ(αEγe(g)(α
E
re(A
∗))B)
= σ(αEre(A
∗)αEγe(g)−1(B)) = 〈[A]σ, V (γe(g)
−1)[B]σ〉 , (3.8)
yielding V (g)∗ ⊃ V (γe(g)−1). This shows that for a γe-invariant group element g ∈
Eeθ(d), we have V (g)
∗ ⊃ V (g)−1, and once we have checked that D0 is dense (part a)),
it is clear that such V (g) extend to unitaries on all of HM. On the other hand, for
g = expm ∈ U , m ∈ mθ, we have γe(g) = g
−1, and thus the representing operator V (g)
is hermitian.
e) Let g ∈ U and A ∈ E(C). Then we compute as in (3.5)
‖V (g)[A]σ − [A]σ‖
2 = σ
(
ιe(A
∗)
(
αEγe(g)−1g(A)− α
E
γe(g)−1
(A)− αEg (A) + A
))
.
In the limit where g approaches the identity in Eθ(d), this norm difference vanishes
because of the assumed continuity of σ (Definition 2.2 b)).
f) For positive parameters t ≥ 0, the domain of the e-translations V1(t) := V (exp tp0)
is the dense subspace domV1(t) = D = E>/Nσ. As the generator p0 of translations along
e lies in the −1 eigenspace mθ of γe, we find by application of d) that V1(t) is a hermitian
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operator for any t ≥ 0. As R+ ∋ t 7→ V1(t) is strongly continuous on D by the continuity
of σ, it follows that V1 is a symmetric local semi group [KL81]. In particular, there exists
a self-adjoint operator H with D ⊂ dom e−tH for any t ≥ 0, such that V1(t) = e−tH on
D. For A ∈ E>, t ≥ 0, we estimate
‖e−tH [A]σ‖ = ‖V1(t)[A]σ‖ = ‖[α
E
exp tp0(A)]σ‖ ≤ ‖α
E
exp tp0(A)‖E = ‖A‖E .
Since this bound is uniform over all t ≥ 0, and D ⊂ HM is dense, it follows that H is
positive, i.e., V1 is a contraction semi group.
a) With this information, we can now prove that D0 is a dense subspace of H
M
as well, using a Reeh-Schlieder type argument (see also [Sch99]). For Ψ ∈ D⊥0 and
A ∈ E(O) with some bounded O ⊂ Rd>, consider the function f : R→ C,
f(s) := 〈Ψ, e−sH [A]σ〉 = 〈Ψ, [α
E
exp sp0
(A)]σ〉 . (3.9)
Since H is positive and V1 is strongly continuous, f extends to a holomorphic function
in the right half plane, with continuous boundary values. Moreover, as O is bounded,
there exists s0 > 0 such that O + s · e ⊂ C and thus αEexp sp0(A) ∈ E(C) for all s ≥ s0.
Hence f(s) = 0 for s ≥ s0, which by the analyticity of f implies 0 = f(0) = 〈Ψ, [A]σ〉,
i.e., Ψ ⊥ [E(O)]σ. But by definition of E>, the union of all E(O), where O runs over all
bounded regions in Rd>, is norm-dense in E>, and by construction of the Hilbert space,
[E>]σ is a dense subspace of HM. Hence Ψ = 0, which proves the density of D0 ⊂ HM.
The fact that D0 ⊂ domV (g) for all g ∈ U is clear from the definitions of D0 and the
domains domV (g). 
We are thus in the situation of a virtual representation of a class 2 symmetric space
according to the terminology used in [FOS83, Thm. 3]. In that article it was shown
that under the conditions verified in Proposition 3.1, V can be analytically continued
to a unitary representation U˜ of Eθ(d)
∗ = P˜θ(d). In the concrete situation at hand, U˜
actually descends to a unitary representation U of the reduced Poincaré group Pθ(d)
itself: For θ = 0, this follows from the analysis in [KL82], where the analytic continuation
of V was carried out for E0(d) and shown to result in a unitary representation of P0(d)
instead of the universal covering group. This feature then restricts to the reduced group
Pθ(d) ⊂ P0(d) for θ 6= 0.
Furthermore, the vacuum vector Ω = [1]σ ∈ D0 is invariant under all V (g), g ∈ U ,
as can be seen from (3.4). As U is obtained from V by analytic continuation, Ω is
invariant under the representation U as well.
We summarize these observations in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2 There exists a strongly continuous unitary representation U of Pθ(d) on
HM such that
a) U(g) = V (g) for g ∈ Eeθ(d) ⊂ Pθ(d).
b) U(g)Ω = Ω for all g ∈ Pθ(d).
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The representation U provides us in particular with a strongly continuous represen-
tation x 7→ U(x, 1) of the translation group Rd, generated by P0 := H and the Euclidean
momentum operators P1, ..., Pd−1. The joint spectrum of these d commuting selfadjoint
operators can be characterized as follows.
Proposition 3.3 The joint spectrum S of the generators P0, ..., Pd−1 of the translations
U(x, 1) = eiP ·x is a Pθ(d)-invariant subset of Rd satisfying {p0 : (p0, ..., pd−1) ∈ S} ⊂ R+
and 0 ∈ S.
Proof: As U(x, 1) extends to a representation of Pθ(d), the joint spectrum of its gener-
ators is a Pθ(d)-invariant subset of R
d. Moreover, P0 is positive by Proposition 3.1 f),
and hence {p0 : (p0, ..., pd−1) ∈ S} = specP0 ⊂ R+. We have 0 ∈ S because Ω is a
invariant under translations. 
Remark: For θ = 0, the above restrictions on the spectrum imply the well-known
spectrum condition, stating that S is a subset of the closed forward lightcone. However,
depending on the space-time dimension d and the form of the noncommutativity θ 6= 0,
the shape of S is less restricted in general. For example, if d > 2 is even and ker θ =
{(p0, p1, 0, ..., 0) : p0, p1 ∈ R}, the boosts Λ1(β) in x1-direction lie in5 Pθ(d), and it is
easy to see that (Λ1(β)p)0 = cosh(β)p0 + sinh(β)p1 is negative for certain β if p0 < |p1|.
Hence in this case, we only get S ⊂ Y , where Y denotes the closed lightwedge
Y := {p ∈ Rd : p0 ≥ |p1|} .
Such a form of the spectrum has also been considered in other discussions of quantum
field theory on non-commutative spacetimes [AGVM03].
Having constructed a suitable Hilbert space HM and representation U of the reduced
Poincaré group on it, we now proceed to step three of our construction and discuss how
to define a Pθ(d)-covariant net (M,O , αM) on HM, where
αMg (A) := U(g)AU(g)
−1 , g ∈ Pθ(d) , (3.10)
denotes the adjoint action of U by automorphisms of B(HM), and O is the family of all
open bounded regions in Rd.
We first recall the representation piσ (3.3) of the time zero algebra E0 = E(e⊥) on
HM. By the time zero condition on the net E , this algebra is in particular non-trivial.
We now define for any open bounded region O ⊂ Rd
M(O) :=
∨
K⊂e⊥, g∈Pθ(d)
gK⊂O
αMg (piσ(E0(K)) (3.11)
as the smallest von Neumann algebra in B(HM) containing the operators αMg (piσ(A))
for all A ∈ E0(K), K ⊂ e⊥, g ∈ Pθ(d) such that gK ⊂ O. Denoting by O the family of
all open bounded regions in Rd, we find the following main result of this section.
5In fact, this is also the case for suitable θ of full rank.
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Theorem 3.4 a) The above constructed algebrasM(O) (3.11) and action αM form a
Pθ(d)-covariant net (M,O , αM) of von Neumann algebras on Minkowski spacetime
which satisfies the time zero condition.
b) The state ω(A) := 〈Ω, AΩ〉 is a Pθ(d)-invariant vacuum state on M.
Proof: a) By definition, the M(O) are von Neumann algebras, and αM = AdU is an
automorphic Pθ(d)-action on B(HM). According to Definition 2.1, we have to show that
isotony and covariance holds.
Regarding the first property, let O1 ⊂ O2 be an inclusion of two regions in Rd, and
K ⊂ e⊥ such that there exists g ∈ Pθ(d) with gK ⊂ O1. Then clearly also gK ⊂ O2,
and hence any αMg (piσ(A)) ∈ M(O1), A ∈ E0(K), is contained in M(O2) as well. As
these operators generate M(O1), isotony holds, i.e., M(O1) ⊂M(O2).
Regarding covariance under αM, let O ⊂ Rd be open, K ⊂ e⊥, A ∈ E0(K), and
g ∈ Pθ(d) such that gK ⊂ O. Then B := αMg (piσ(A)) ∈ M(O), and for any h ∈ Pθ(d),
we have αMh (B) = α
M
hg (piσ(A)). Since clearly hgK ⊂ hO, we have α
M
h (B) ∈ M(hO),
and as M(O) is generated by operators of this form, also αMh (M(O)) ⊂ M(hO). By
also considering the inverse transformation h−1, we arrive at the covariance property
αMh (M(O)) =M(hO).
The time zero condition is satisfied by the very construction of the net M.
b) Since Ω is a U -invariant unit vector, it is clear that ω is an αM-invariant state on
B(HM) and thus on M⊂ B(HM), too. Furthermore, as U is strongly continuous,
Pθ(d) ∋ g 7−→ ω(Aα
M
g (B)) = 〈A
∗Ω, U(g)BΩ〉
is continuous for all A,B ∈M, as required in Definition 2.2.
Finally, as M is weakly closed and invariant under the translations αMx,1, x ∈ R
d,
and U is strongly continuous, M contains a strongly dense subalgebra M∞ consisting
of operators A for which x 7→ αMx,1(A) is smooth. In particular, the function R ∋
t 7→ ω(A∗αMt·e,1(A)) is differentiable at t = 0 for such A, and −i
d
dt
|t=0ω(A∗αMt·e,1(A)) =
〈AΩ, P0AΩ〉 ≥ 0 because P0 is positive. This completes the list of properties of ω
required in Definition 2.2. 
4 Wick rotation of deformed nets
So far we have discussed how to relate a net on Euclidean space Rd to a net on Minkowski
spacetime by some kind of Wick rotation. Motivated by the commutation relations
defining Moyal space(-time), these nets were assumed to transform covariantly under the
reduced symmetry groups Eθ(d) and Pθ(d), respectively. In the present section, we will
show how such nets arise naturally in the context of field theories on noncommutative
spaces. As we are aiming for a general, largely model-independent connection between
Euclidean and Lorentzian theories, we work here with a formulation of field theories on
noncommutative spaces which can be applied to a wide range of models. The basic idea is
to consider field theories on ordinary commutativeRd, and describe their counterparts on
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Moyal space by an appropriate deformation procedure. Such a deformation incorporates
the noncommutative nature of spacetime into the relations of the observable algebra,
and yields an effective description of field theory on Moyal space(-time).
There exist two closely related versions of this deformation. The first version con-
sists in deforming the product in the observable algebra to the Rieffel-product ×θ (1.2)
[Rie92], a generalization of the Weyl-Moyal star product recalled below. This is a repre-
sentation independent deformation and thus adequate for transferring a Euclidean field
theory, given by an abstract net of C∗-algebras, to Moyal space. The second version of
this deformation is carried out in a representation of the observable algebra on a Hilbert
space, and can be formulated by deforming the representing operators A 7→ Aθ, but
keeping their product as the usual operator product unchanged. This latter procedure,
known as warped convolution [BS08], will be the adequate tool to deform field theories
given in concrete representations, such as the Minkowski space nets (cf. Section 3).
The relations between Rieffel’s product deformation and warped convolution have
been clarified in [BLS11], see also [LW11] for a unified description. Furthermore, both
deformations can be formulated in both Euclidean and Lorentzian signature, which
makes them applicable to the situation at hand.
For the sake of self-containedness, we recall here briefly the motivation for the warped
convolution deformation from the point of view of field theories on noncommutative
Minkowski spacetime [GL07, GL08]. Starting from a quantum field operator φ in a vac-
uum representation on a Hilbert space H, and a representation of the Moyal coordinates
Xµ with noncommutativity θ on a Hilbert space K, one considers the “noncommutative
version” φˆθ of φ, formally defined as, x ∈ Rd,
φˆθ(x) = (2pi)
−d/2
∫
dp eipµ(X
µ+xµ·1) ⊗ φ˜(p) .
Passing to a different vacuum representation of the field φˆθ on H then yields the warped
convolution φθ of φ, recalled below.
As we will demonstrate, Rieffel deformation and warped convolution deform E0(d)-
respectively P0(d)-covariant nets on R
d to nets which are covariant under the reduced
symmetry groups Eθ(d) respectively Pθ(d), and thus produce models of the form con-
sidered in the previous section. Our main result is, roughly speaking, that Wick rota-
tion and deformation commute. More precisely, when starting from an abstract E0(d)-
covariant Euclidean net E , we can consider its Rieffel deformation Eθ, a Eθ(d)-covariant
net, and the Wick rotation Mθ thereof, a Pθ(d)-covariant net. On the other hand, we
can also first Wick rotate E to a P0(d)-covariant net M by the Wick rotation of Sec-
tion 3 with θ = 0 [Sch99], and then deform by warped convolution to a Pθ(d)-covariant
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net M˜θ. We will show that there exists a net isomorphism ϕ such that the diagram
E
Eθ
deformation
✛
M
Wick rotation
✲
Mθ
Wick rotation
❄
✛
ϕ
✲ M˜θ
deformation
❄
commutes.
Before entering this analysis, we recall some facts about Rieffel deformations [Rie92] and
warped convolutions [BLS11]. In the context of Rieffel deformations, one considers a
C∗-algebraA with a strongly continuous Rn-action by automorphisms, a non-degenerate
bilinear form ( · , · ) with determinant ±1 on Rn, and a linear map θ on Rn which is
antisymmetric w.r.t. this bilinear form. Between elements A ∈ A for which x 7→ αx(A)
is smooth, the Rieffel product is defined as
A×θ B := (2pi)
−n
∫
dp dx ei(p,x)αθp(A)αx(B) . (4.1)
Understood in an oscillatory sense, this integral converges to a smooth element in A.
The integration runs here over Rn × Rn, but it is not difficult to show that one can
actually restrict to the image Imθ of θ,
A×θ B = (2pi)
−(n−dimker θ)
∫
Imθ×Imθ
dp dx ei(p,x)αθp(A)αx(B) . (4.2)
Since only translations along Imθ enter into this integral, we reserve the symbol A∞ for
the dense subalgebra of all elements A ∈ A such that Imθ ∋ x 7→ αx(A) is smooth. The
product A ×θ B is then well-defined for A,B ∈ A∞. We recall some facts about this
product from Rieffel’s work [Rie92]:
Lemma 4.1 The Rieffel product has the following properties:
a) ×θ is an associative product on A∞.
b) For A,B ∈ A∞, one has
(A×θ B)
∗ = B∗ ×θ A
∗ ,
A×θ 1 = A = 1×θ A .
c) There exists a C∗-norm ‖ · ‖θ on (A
∞,×θ).
The ∗-algebra given by the linear space A∞ equipped with the product ×θ is denoted
A∞θ , and the C
∗-algebra obtained by completing A∞θ in the norm ‖ · ‖θ is denoted Aθ.
It is known that the translations αx|A∞ extend to a strongly continuous automorphic
R
n-action αθ of Aθ [Rie92]. We will need the following two further statements about
extending data from A∞θ to Aθ.
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Lemma 4.2 a) Let A1,A2 ⊂ A be C∗-subalgebras which are invariant under α, and
let β : A1 → A2 be an isomorphism such that β ◦ αx = αMx ◦ β for all x ∈ Rn
and some M ∈ GL(n) with MT = M−1 and Mθ = θM , where the transpose MT
refers to the bilinear form used in (4.1). Then β(A∞1 ) = A
∞
2 , and β|A∞1 extends
to an isomorphism βθ : A1,θ → A2,θ of the deformed C∗∗-algebras A1,θ, A2,θ, such
that βθ ◦ αθx = α
θ
Mx ◦ β
θ for all x ∈ Rn.
b) Let ν be an α-invariant linear continuous functional on A. Then ν|A∞ extends to
a linear continuous functional νθ on Aθ, and there holds
ν(A×θ B) = ν(AB) , A, B ∈ A
∞. (4.3)
Proof: a) This is a combination of Thm. 5.12 and Prop. 2.12 of [Rie92].
In case ν is positive, part b) of this lemma was proven in [Rie93, Thm. 4.1]. In
the more general case relevant here, we can decompose ν into a linear combination
of four positive linear functionals ν1, ..., ν4 on A (Jordan decomposition). As positive
functionals, these are in particular continuous and moreover, this decomposition pre-
serves α-invariance. Hence by Rieffel’s result, we have continuous linear functionals νθk ,
k = 1, .., 4, on Aθ, which satisfy (4.3) on the smooth subalgebra. Taking the same linear
combination of the νθk as before then yields the desired functional ν
θ. 
We now come to the summary of the structure of warped convolutions, the second
version of the deformation procedure. In this setting, one considers a Hilbert space H
carrying a weakly continuous unitary representation U of Rn, and a bilinear form ( · , · )
and matrix θ as above. The representation defines a dense subspace in H of smooth
vectors and a weakly dense ∗-algebra in B(H) of smooth operators. For smooth A and
Ψ, one defines
AθΨ := (2pi)
−n
∫
dp dx ei(p,x)U(θp)AU(θp)−1U(x)Ψ , (4.4)
where the integral has to be understood in a strong oscillatory sense. One can show
that this assignment yields an operator Aθ which can be continuously extended to all of
H. In complete analogy to (4.2), one has
AθΨ = (2pi)
−(n−dimker θ)
∫
Imθ×Imθ
dp dx ei(p,x)U(θp)AU(θp)−1U(x)Ψ . (4.5)
As only the translations along Imθ enter here, we will denote the subspace of all vectors
Ψ ∈ H such that Imθ ∋ x 7→ U(x)Ψ is smooth by D ⊂ H, and the subalgebra of all
operators such that Imθ ∋ x 7→ U(x)AU(x)−1 is smooth (in norm) by C∞ ⊂ B(H).
Some relevant properties of the deformation map A→ Aθ are summarized below.
Lemma 4.3 [BLS11] Let A,B ∈ C∞. Then
a) (Aθ)
∗ = (A∗)θ and 1θ = 1.
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b) Let V be a unitary operator on H such that V U(x)V ∗ = U(Mx), x ∈ Rn, for
some M ∈ GL(n) with MT = M−1, Mθ = θM , where the transpose MT refers
to the bilinear form used in (4.4). Then V AθV
∗ = (V AV ∗)θ. In particular,
U(x)AθU(−x) = (U(x)AU(−x))θ for all x ∈ Rn.
c) Let Ω ∈ H be a U-invariant vector. Then AθΩ = AΩ.
Regarding the connection between the Rieffel product and warped convolution, we
will write A×θB for the Rieffel product (4.1) of two smooth operatorsA,B ∈ C
∞ ⊂ B(H)
w.r.t. the action αx(A) := U(x)AU(x)
−1.
Lemma 4.4 [BLS11]
a) Let A,B ∈ C∞. Then A×θ B ∈ C∞, and AθBθ = (A×θ B)θ.
b) Let A be a C∗-algebra with strongly continuous Rn-action α and pi an α-covariant
representation of A on H, i.e., U(x)pi(A)U(x)−1 = pi(αx(A)), A ∈ A. Then
pi(A∞) ⊂ C∞, and the map piθ(A) := pi(A)θ, A ∈ A∞, extends continuously to an
α-covariant representation of the deformed C∗-algebra Aθ.
Having recalled the mathematical structure, we will now step by step discuss the
various arrows in the diagram on page 17. Our initial data consist of a E0(d)-covariant
net (E ,O , αE) on Rd, with O the family of open subsets of Rd, and αE strongly continu-
ous6. Furthermore, e ∈ Rd is a unit vector, ιe an automorphism of E which implements
the reflection re, and σ a corresponding reflection positive functional on E . We require
that E satisfies the time zero condition, and denote its time zero C∗-algebras by E0(K),
K ⊂ e⊥. Finally, θ is a (d×d)-matrix which is antisymmetric w.r.t. the Euclidean inner
product on Rd and satisfies θe = 0.
Starting from these data, we now describe as the first step the Rieffel-type deforma-
tion of the net E to some Euclidean net Eθ on Moyal space. On the level of the global
algebra E , we have the replacement E → Eθ, where Eθ denotes the deformed C∗-algebra
with product ×θ (4.1), defined with the Euclidean inner product ( · , · )E in the oscillat-
ing phase, the Rd-action αE |
R
d, and the norm ‖ · ‖θ. According to Lemma 4.2 a) with
A1 = A2 = E and α1 = α2 = αE |
R
d, the deformed C∗-algebra Eθ carries an automor-
phic action αE,θ of Eθ(d) which coincides with α
E |Eθ(d) on the smooth subalgebra E
∞.
Furthermore, ιe gives rise to an automorphism ι
θ
e representing the reflection re on Eθ.
Concerning the net structure of Eθ, it is clear from formula (4.2) that for general
regions O ∈ O , the set E(O)∞ will not be an algebra for the product ×θ as this involves
integration over all translations along the “noncommutative directions” in Imθ. Making
use of the orthogonal decomposition Rd = ker θ ⊕ Imθ, we are therefore led to consider
the set of cylindrical regions
Zθ := {O ⊕ Imθ : O ⊂ ker θ open and bounded} . (4.6)
6In case that αE is not strongly continuous, we could pass to a representation of the Euclidean net on
a Euclidean Hilbert space HE as indicated in Section 2. Making use of the warped convolution setting
outlined above, we could then work with a unitary representation U of Rd on HE and deformations
of operators in von Neumann algebras. But for technical convenience, we stick to the assumption of
strongly continuous αE here.
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Cylinders Z ∈ Zθ are clearly translationally invariant in the noncommutative directions,
i.e., Z + x = Z for all x ∈ Imθ. As a consequence, the translation automorphisms αEx ,
x ∈ Imθ, restrict to E(Z), and hence we have the Rieffel-deformed cylinder algebras
Eθ(Z).
As linear spaces, Eθ(Z)∞ = E(Z)∞, and thus Eθ(Z1)∞ ⊂ Eθ(Z2)∞ for cylinders
Z1 ⊂ Z2, Z1, Z2 ∈ Zθ. This inclusion remains valid after closing in ‖ · ‖θ, yielding a
net Z 7→ Eθ(Z) over cylinder regions. Furthermore, it is clear from the definition (4.6)
that the family Zθ is invariant under the reduced Euclidean group Eθ(d). Making use
of Lemma 4.2 a) with A1 = E(Z), A2 = E(gZ), g ∈ Eθ(d), and α the action of the
translations along Imθ on these algebras, we see that
αE,θg (Eθ(Z)) = Eθ(gZ) , g ∈ Eθ(d), Z ∈ Zθ . (4.7)
We summarize these findings in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.5 The data Eθ(Z), Z ∈ Zθ, and α
E,θ constructed above form a Eθ(d)-
covariant net (Eθ,Zθ, αE,θ) of C∗-algebras. 
This step completes the deformation E → Eθ. Next we want to proceed to a
Minkowski space version Mθ of Eθ. As explained in Section 3, two further proper-
ties of (Eθ,Zθ, αE,θ) are necessary for this, a reflection positive functional and a time
zero condition.
Regarding the time zero condition, we introduce a family of time zero slices analogous
to the cylinders (4.6),
Sθ := {{0} ⊕K ⊕ Imθ : K ⊂ ker θ, K ⊥ e, K open and bounded} , (4.8)
where the direct sum refers to the orthogonal split Rd = Re⊕ (e⊥ ∩ker θ)⊕ Imθ. These
slices are the time zero components of the cylinders in Zθ, that is, Sθ = {Z ∩ e⊥ : Z ∈
Zθ}. We need the following lemma, which for later use we state also in a Lorentzian
version. As in Section 3, we assume for the Lorentzian version that e denotes the time
direction, i.e., the Minkowski metric is η = −1⊕1 on e⊕e⊥, and in particular commutes
with θ since θ is antisymmetric and θe = 0.
Lemma 4.6 Let S ∈ Sθ and g ∈ E0(d) (respectively g ∈ P0(d)) such that gS ⊂ Z
for some Z ∈ Zθ. Then there exist g1 ∈ Eθ(d), g2 ∈ E0(d) (respectively g1 ∈ Pθ(d),
g2 ∈ P0(d)) such that g = g1g2 and g2S = S.
Proof: We write g = (x,M) referring to the semidirect product structure of E0(d) =
R
d
⋊ SO(d) respectively P0(d) = Rd ⋊ L
↑
+(d). The set MS satisfies MS + x = MS
for x ∈ MImθ. If MImθ 6⊂ Imθ, it follows that MS is not bounded in projection
to ker θ, and can thus not be contained in an element of the family Zθ. Thus the
assumption gS ⊂ Z implies MImθ ⊂ Imθ, and since M is invertible, MImθ = Imθ and
MT ker θ = ker θ. In the Euclidean case, MT = M−1, and we have M ker θ = ker θ. In
the Lorentzian case, MT = ηM−1η. But the metric η commutes with θ, such that also
in this case we arrive at M ker θ = ker θ.
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So for both signatures, M decomposes as a direct sum M = M1 ⊕M2 ∈ B(ker θ)⊕
B(Imθ), and we define g1 := (x,M1⊕1), g2 := (0, 1⊕M2). Then g1g2 = (x,M1⊕M2) = g,
and as the slice S contains the full image of θ, we have g2S = S and consequently
g1S = g1g2S = gS. Furthermore, g1 ∈ Eθ(d) (respectively g1 ∈ Pθ(d)) as M1 ⊕ 1
commutes with θ = 0⊕ ϑ. 
Proposition 4.7 a) The net (Eθ,Zθ, αE,θ) satisfies the time zero condition with the
Rieffel-deformed time zero C∗-algebras
Eθ,0(S) = E0,θ(S) , S ∈ Sθ . (4.9)
b) The restriction of σ to E∞ extends to a reflection positive functional σθ on Eθ.
Proof: a) As vector spaces, the smooth time zero algebras of the net Eθ are, S ∈ Sθ,
Eθ,0(S)
∞ = E∞ ∩
⋂
Z∈Zθ
Z⊃S
Eθ(Z) =
⋂
Z∈Zθ
Z⊃S
Eθ(Z)
∞ =
⋂
Z∈Zθ
Z⊃S
E(Z)∞ = E0(S)
∞ ,
where we have used that Eθ(Z)
∞ = E(Z)∞ as vector spaces. Thus the closure in the
norm ‖ · ‖θ gives Eθ,0(S) = E0,θ(S). By assumption, the undeformed net E satisfies the
time zero condition, that is, the time zero algebras E0(S) generate the cylinder algebras,
E(Z) =
∨
S∈Sθ
g∈E0(d),gS⊂Z
αEg (E0(S)) , (4.10)
where
∨
denotes the generated C∗-algebra. According to Lemma 4.6 in its Euclidean
version, the transformations g ∈ E0(d), gS ⊂ Z, which appear here, split as g = g1g2
with g1 ∈ Eθ(d) and g2S = S. In view of the covariance of the undeformed net, this
implies that αEg2 restricts to an automorphism of E0(S), i.e., α
E
g2
(E0(S)) = E0(S). Thus
(4.10) also holds if we restrict to g ∈ Eθ(d) ⊂ E0(d).
To make the transition to the deformed C∗-algebras, we first restrict to the smooth
time zero algebras E0(S)∞ ⊂ E0(S), and consider the ∗-algebra Eˆ(Z) generated by all
αEg (E0(S)
∞), where S runs over Sθ and g over Eθ(d) such that gS ⊂ Z. As vector spaces,
E0,θ(S)∞ = E0(S)∞, and also the automorphisms αE,θg and α
E
g , g ∈ Eθ(d), coincide on E
∞.
Hence αE,θg (E0,θ(S)
∞) = αEg (E0(S)
∞), and as this algebra is ‖ · ‖θ-dense in αE,θ(E0,θ(S)),
it follows that the ‖ · ‖θ-closure of Eˆ(Z) coincides with Eθ(Z). In particular, we have the
claimed time zero property
Eθ(Z) =
∨
S∈Sθ
g∈Eθ(d),gS⊂Z
αE,θg (E0,θ(S)) . (4.11)
b) According to Lemma 4.2 b), the restriction of the continuous linear translationally
invariant functional σ to E∞ extends to a ‖ · ‖θ-continuous functional σθ on Eθ. Since
σ is E0(d)-invariant, it follows that this extension is invariant under the extension α
E,θ
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of αE |Eθ(d) from E
∞ to Eθ. The continuity Eθ(d) ∋ g 7→ σ(AαEg (B)), A,B ∈ Eθ, is then
clear.
It remains to check reflection positivity. By the translational invariance of σ, we
have for smooth A,B ∈ E∞ by Lemma 4.2 b)
σ(ιe(A
∗)×θ B) = σ(ιe(A
∗)B) ,
and hence in particular σ(ιe(A
∗)×θ A) ≥ 0 for A ∈ E∞> . In view of the ‖ · ‖θ-continuity
of σθ and ιθe, this positivity extends to E>,θ. 
We are now in the position to apply the Wick rotation from Section 3 to the net
(Eθ,Zθ, αE,θ) and the reflection positive functional σθ. That is, we can construct a
Minkowski Hilbert space HMθ and a unitary representation U
M
θ of Pθ(d) by analytic
continuation of the virtual representation Vθ of Eθ(d), and a representation piσθ ,θ of
the time zero algebras on HMθ . We use an extra subscript θ here to distinguish these
data from similar objects introduced below. The generated Pθ(d)-covariant net of von
Neumann algebras will be denoted (Mθ,Zθ,AdUMθ ), corresponding to the lower left
corner in our commutative diagram. Recall that by construction, the time zero von
Neumann algebras of this net are (3.11)
Mθ,0(S) = piσθ ,θ(Eθ,0(S))
′′ , S ∈ Sθ . (4.12)
Note that the smooth time zero subalgebras are
Mθ,0(S)
∞ = piσθ ,θ(Eθ,0(S))
∞ = piσθ ,θ(E0(S)
∞) , (4.13)
where the last equality follows from the strong continuity of αE,θ|
R
d on E and the con-
tinuity of piσθ ,θ. Since C
∞ ⊂ B(H) is weakly dense, we have Mθ,0(S) = (Mθ,0(S)∞)′′.
Also note that in view of the deformation of the product, the time zero representation
acts according to (3.3),
piσθ ,θ(A)[B]σθ ,θ = [A×θ B]σθ ,θ , B ∈ Eθ,>, A ∈ Eθ,0(S), S ∈ Sθ . (4.14)
Passing to the other side of the diagram, we now start again with the original data
(E ,O , αE), σ, but first apply the Hilbert space construction and continuation of virtual
representation as in Section 3. As we are using the undeformed data corresponding to
θ = 0 here, we will denote all quantities derived here with a subscript 0, i.e., write
HM0 , V0, U
M
0 , piσ,0,Ω0.
According to Section 3, the Wick rotated von Neumann algebras (3.11)
M(O) =
∨
K⊥e
g∈P0(d), gK⊂O
αMg (E0(K))
′′ (4.15)
form a P0(d)-covariant net (M,O , αM) with αM := AdUM0 . This net is now deformed
by warped convolution, where in (4.4), we take the Minkowski inner product ( · , · )M in
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the oscillatory integrals and the translations x 7→ UM0 (x, 1). As deformation parameter,
we can use the same matrix θ as before, since this is antisymmetric w.r.t. the Minkowski
inner product as well because the time direction e lies in its kernel. Passing again to a
subnet over cylinder regions, we define the von Neumann algebras
M˜θ(Z) := {Aθ : A ∈M(Z)
∞}′′ , Z ∈ Zθ , (4.16)
and Pθ(d)-action
α˜M := AdUM0 |Pθ(d) . (4.17)
Proposition 4.8 (M˜θ,Zθ, α˜M) is a Pθ(d)-covariant net of von Neumann algebras which
satisfies the time zero condition with the time zero von Neumann algebras
M˜θ,0(S) = piσ(E0(S)
∞)θ
′′ = {piσ(A)θ : A ∈ E0(S)
∞}′′ , S ∈ Sθ . (4.18)
Proof: It is clear from the definition (4.16) that Zθ ∋ Z 7→ M˜θ(Z) is a net of von Neu-
mann algebras onHM0 . According to Lemma 4.3 b), the transformations g in the reduced
Poincaré group Pθ(d) satisfy UM0 (g)AθU
M
0 (g)
−1 = (UM0 (g)AU
M
0 (g)
−1)θ for smooth A.
Taking into account the covariance of the undeformed net M, this implies
UM0 (g)M˜θ(Z)
∞UM0 (g)
−1 = M˜θ(gZ)
∞ , Z ∈ Zθ , g ∈ Pθ(d) .
Because of the shape of the cylinder regions, we have A ×θ B ∈ M(Z)∞ for A,B ∈
M(Z)∞, cf. (4.2). In view of Lemma 4.3 a) and Lemma 4.4 a), this implies that the
set {Aθ : A ∈M(Z)
∞} is a ∗-algebra. Hence the double commutant in (4.16) amounts
to just taking the weak closure, and covariance of M˜θ follows.
The smooth time zero algebras of the net M˜θ are, S ∈ Sθ,
M˜θ,0(S)
∞ =
⋂
Z∈Zθ
Z⊃S
M˜θ(Z)
∞ =M0,θ(S)
∞ .
Now M0(S) = piσ(E0(S))′′ = (piσ(E0(S))∞)′′ because C∞ ⊂ B(H) is weakly dense, and
using piσ(E0(S))∞ = piσ(E0(S)∞), we arrive at M˜θ,0(S) = piσ(E0(S)∞)θ
′′.
In the undeformed situation, the time zero condition holds, and making use of
(M0(S)∞)′′ = M0(S), it is not difficult to see that M(Z) is the smallest von Neu-
mann algebra containing all UM0 (g)M0(S)
∞UM0 (g)
−1, where g ∈ P0(d), S ∈ Sθ such
that gS ⊂ Z. As in the proof of Proposition 4.7 a), we can apply (the Lorentzian ver-
sion of) Lemma 4.6 to conclude that restriction to g ∈ Pθ(d) ⊂ P0(d) does not change
the generated von Neumann algebra. After passing to warped convolution time zero
algebras M˜θ,0(S)∞ = piσ(E0(S)∞)θ, we obtain
M˜θ(Z) =
∨
S∈Sθ, g∈Eθ(d)
gS⊂Z
(
UM0 (g)piσ(E0(S)
∞)UM0 (g)
−1
)
θ
=
∨
S∈Sθ, g∈Eθ(d)
gS⊂Z
UM0 (g)M˜θ,0(S)U
M
0 (g)
−1 ,
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which is the claimed time zero condition. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.9 The two nets (M˜θ,Zθ,AdU
M
0 |Pθ(d)) and (Mθ,Zθ,AdU
M
θ ) are isomor-
phic, i.e., there exists a unitary W : HM0 → H
M
θ such that
WΩ0 = Ωθ , (4.19)
WUM0 (g)W
∗ = UMθ (g) , g ∈ Pθ(d) , (4.20)
WM˜θ(Z)W
∗ =Mθ(Z) , Z ∈ Zθ . (4.21)
Proof: We first relate the GNS-type Hilbert spaces HMθ , H
M
0 in close analogy to [Lec11,
Prop. 2.3]: ForA,B ∈ E∞> , we have by the translational invariance of σ and Lemma 4.2 b)
〈[A]σ, [B]σ〉HM0 = σ(ιe(A
∗)B) = σθ(ιe(A
∗)×θ B) = 〈[A]σθ ,θ, [B]σθ ,θ〉HM
θ
.
This shows that the map W0 : E∞> /(N0 ∩ E
∞
> )→ E
∞
> /(Nθ ∩ E
∞
> ),
W0[A]σ := [A]σθ ,θ , A ∈ E
∞
> ,
is well-defined and isometric. Since its domain and range are dense, we can extend it to
a unitary W : HM0 → H
M
θ . Clearly W satisfies WΩ0 = W [1]σ = [1]σθ ,θ = Ωθ (4.19).
On Hθ, we thus have two virtual representations g 7→ Vθ(g) and g 7→ WV0(g)W ∗ of
the reduced Euclidean group Eθ(d). For g in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the
identity, these representations act according to (3.4), A ∈ E∞> ,
Vθ(g)[A]σθ ,θ = [α
E
g (A)]σθ ,θ ,
WV0(g)W
∗[A]σθ ,θ = WV0(g)[A]σ =W [α
E
g (A)]σ = [α
E
g (A)]σθ ,θ ,
that is, they coincide. After analytic continuation to unitary representations of Pθ(d),
this implies (4.20).
To show that W also intertwines the nets, it is sufficient to consider the time zero
algebras since bothMθ and M˜θ satisfy the time zero condition and are generated from
their time zero data by W -equivalent representations of Pθ(d).
BothMθ(Z) and M˜θ(Z) are generated as von Neumann algebras from their respec-
tive smooth time zero algebras (cf. (4.13), (4.18)),
Mθ,0(S)
∞ = piσθ ,θ(E0(S)
∞) = {piσθ ,θ(A) : A ∈ E0(S)
∞} ,
M˜θ,0(S)
∞ = piσ(E0(S)
∞)θ = {piσ(A)θ : A ∈ E0(S)
∞} .
Comparing these two time zero algebras, it becomes apparent that it is sufficient to
show that W intertwines piσ(A)θ and piσθ ,θ(A) for A ∈ E0(S)
∞, as then (4.21) follows by
continuity.
With A ∈ E0(S)∞ and B ∈ E∞> , we compute using Lemma 4.3 c)
Wpiσ(A)θW
∗[B]σθ ,θ =Wpiσ(A)θ[B]σ
=Wpiσ(A)θpiσ(B)Ω0
=Wpiσ(A)θpiσ(B)θΩ0 .
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Note that the warped convolutions piσ(A)θ, piσ(B)θ are build here with the representation
UM0 and the Minkowski inner product in the oscillatory integral (4.4). But as θe = 0,
only spatial translations along x ⊥ e enter (4.5). For p, x ⊥ e, the Euclidean and
Minkowski inner products coincide7, (p, x)E = (p, x)M. Furthermore, for x ⊥ e, the
unitaries UM0 (x, 1) implement α
E
x . So we can use Lemma 4.4 b) stating that A 7→ piσ(A)θ
is an α-covariant representation of the Rieffel-deformed C∗-algebra E0,θ(S), and again
Lemma 4.3 c) to compute further
Wpiσ(A)θW
∗[B]σθ ,θ =Wpiσ(A×θ B)θΩ0
=Wpiσ(A×θ B)Ω0
=W [A×θ B]σ
= [A×θ B]σθ ,θ
= piσθ ,θ(A)[B]σθ ,θ .
As all operators appearing here are bounded and {[B]σθ ,θ : B ∈ E
∞
> } ⊂ H
M
θ is dense,
we obtain Wpiσ(A)θW
∗ = piσθ ,θ(A) by continuity. 
The unitary W implements the net isomorphism in the diagram and completes the
proof that the operations of Wick rotating and deforming commute.
It should be observed that the net Mθ ∼= M˜θ is non-local, i.e., does not satisfy
[Mθ(Z1),Mθ(Z2)] = {0} for spacelike separated regions Z1, Z2, even if E is abelian. For
deformed theories satisfying certain remnants of locality/causality, one needs more than
one deformation parameter, cf. [BLS11].
5 Conclusions and Outlook
Quantum field theories on noncommutative spaces differ significantly in many aspects
from usual quantum field theories on Euclidean or Minkowski space. This is true in
particular for their localization properties, which are expected to be weaker than in
the commutative case because of space–time uncertainty relations. But depending on
the model used, also the symmetry and covariance properties of field theories on non-
commutative spaces are often much weaker than the full Euclidean/Poincaré covariance
familiar from field theories on commutative space. Since both these features, covariance
and locality, are important for establishing the classical “Wick rotation” relating fields in
Lorentzian and Euclidean signature [SW64], one might doubt such a connection exists
in the noncommutative case. This is also the impression one gets when working on the
level of perturbative renormalization, where field theories on Euclidean and Minkowski
space behave quite differently [Bah10].
These differences are less pronounced in the special case that the time variable still
commutes with the spatial coordinates, although also in that case, the usual analytic
continuation of n-point Wightman functions to imaginary time does not reach all the
7This is due to our choice of signature (−1,+1, ...,+1). For the choice with the opposite signs one
has to use the negative noncommutativity −θ on the Minkowski side.
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Euclidean points where the Schwinger functions are defined, and the locality and covari-
ance properties are not better than in the case of noncommutative time. In the present
work, we have shown how one can relate field theories on noncommutative spaces with
commuting time despite these problems. By concentrating on analytic continuations
of symmetry group representations instead of n-point functions, and making use of the
algebraic setting of quantum field theory, we were able to establish a tight and natural
connection between Euclidean and Minkowski space Moyal-deformed field theories. Such
a connection might be expected by considering the analytic continuation of Wightman
n-point functions of deformed quantum field theories [Sol06, GL08] to the Euclidean
points in the forward tube, where they match with their deformed Euclidean counter-
parts [Bah10]. However, most Euclidean points do not lie in this domain, but only in
an enlarged tube which in the commutative case can be constructed with the help of
Lorentz symmetry and locality [SW64]. The precise relation of our present analysis of
nets over cylinder regions to analyticity properties of n-point functions and the discus-
sion of explicit model theories will be presented elsewhere. In case the time coordinate
does not commute with the spatial coordinates, however, the approach taken here can
not be used without major modifications.
In the present work we concentrated on models of quantum fields with restricted
(Euclidean or Poincaré) symmetry. As is well known, one can also formulate fully
covariant models on Moyal space (see, for example, [DFR95, GL07, Pia10]) by including
not a single noncommutativity θ, but rather a full orbit of these matrices in the model.
In the Minkowski case, models formulated in this extended setting are not only fully
Poincaré covariant, but also show interesting remnants of locality (“wedge locality”)
[GL07, BLS11]. We postpone a detailed discussion of the Wick rotation of fully covariant
models and their residual locality properties to a future investigation.
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